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Do you feel that the ability to hear God's voice is for other people and not for you? Is it only for
people who lived in Biblical times?Not at all! The God who loved you enough to die for you loves
you enough to talk to you. And wherever you are in your spiritual walk, God will find a way to speak
to you in a way you will understand.Become acquainted with the Voice that has spoken from a fire
and a cloud, with visible signs and an invisible Spirit, through a burning bush and burning hearts.
Hear from some of the most well known Christians in history about how God speaks to them, and
discover for yourself how you can discern the voice of God.One of Priscillaâ€™s bestselling titles,
Discerning the Voice of God is now completely revised with updated content and reflection
questions. Each section contains insights that will aid you in your desire to hear Him speak.
Discover the treasure of recognizing how God keeps in touch with his beloved people.
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Discerning the Voice of God is written to guide readers into how to hear and listen to God speak the
messages he is trying to convey to you. Many of us are desperately wanting God to answer and
guide us on who to marry, what career do you want me to work in, how to deal with our wayward
sons and daughters, and major decisions we are having to make. Many times we dismiss and pass
messages and events as being only coincidence and we perceive that they can't be from God. God
can communicate through other spiritual people, pastor's sermons, songs, bible studies, and any
other way he seems fit to. He spoke to Moses through a burning bush, to Daniel when he had to
endure being thrown into the lion's den, to Jonah when he was living in the belly of a large whale,

and many other Biblical examples. It's people who put the limits on our God! The most vital aspect
to remember is that the words and messages we receive must line up with God's written word. God
can't violate and contradict what he has promised and written. He always fulfills what he has spoken
into existence. Priscilla Shirer points out that when God speaks and tells us to do something He will
always provide peace and that's one sign that we know where and what God is leading us to.The
book contains tons of scriptures to convince readers that God can and still does speak to His people
today. One of my favorite scriptures that was an immensely encouragement was Habakkuk 2:3.
This versed helped me to realize that God has an appointed time to bring His messages to me and I
don't have to worry about missing them or if one of his promises will come to pass. He repeats with
a persistence to make sure His people don't miss what he is trying to teach them.

"How do you know it's God speaking?""How do I hear God's voice?""Does God speak to people
today?I've heard these questions from friends and in Bible studies, and I've asked them myself.
"How do I know it's God and not me?" seems to be a question every Christian asks himself at least
once on the journey.So I was excited to find this book by Priscilla Shirer. Discerning the Voice of
God offers practical advice for God-glorifying decision-making. Shirer takes a complex and
sometimes confusing issue -- "Is it God?" "Or me?" "Or the Enemy?" -- and breaks it down into
simple pieces. Will it bring glory to God? Is it consistent with His truth? Is it confirmed by external
circumstances? Do you have a sense of peace, even if the decision is challenging? These "tests"
make hearing from God accessible to all believers, not just a chosen few.Discerning the Voice of
God was my introduction to Shirer's writing and teaching, and I have to say, I want to read more.
She speaks from the heart with conviction and confidence. Her teaching is to the point and simple,
bringing clarity not creating confusion. Her passion for the Lord and His truth comes through in her
writing.My family is facing some major life decisions and I've found Discerning the Voice of God to
be a trustworthy guide through the process.FAVORITES: Shirer uses personal examples and
common experiences to illustrate her points. I connected with her like I would sharing a cup of
coffee with a girlfriend. Her insights make hearing from God less intimidating.FAULTS: A couple of
Scriptures seemed stretched to fit her point when looked at in context. However, I haven't studied
those Scriptures in depth nor did I look up the original language.
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